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LSST in a Nutshell
•

The LSST is an integrated survey system designed to conduct a decade-long,
deep, wide, fast time-domain survey of the optical sky. It consists of an 8-meter
class wide-field ground based telescope, a 3.2 Gpix camera, and an automated
data processing system.

•

Over a decade of operations the LSST survey will acquire, process, and make
available a collection of over 5 million images and catalogs with more than 37
billion objects and 7 trillion sources. Tens of billions of time-domain events will
be detect and alerted on in real-time.

•

The LSST will enable a wide variety of complementary scientific investigations,
utilizing a common database and alert stream. These range from searches for
small bodies in the Solar System to precision astrometry of the outer regions of
the Galaxy to systematic monitoring for transient phenomena in the optical sky.
LSST will also provide crucial constraints on our understanding of the nature
of dark energy and dark matter.

Summary of High Level Requirements

Survey Property
Main Survey Area
Total visits per sky patch
Filter set
Single visit
Single Visit Limiting
Magnitude

Performance
18000 sq. deg.
825
6 filters (ugrizy) from 320 to 1050nm
2 x 15 second exposures
u = 23.5; g = 24.8; r = 24.4; I = 23.9; z = 23.3;
y = 22.1

Photometric calibration

2% absolute, 0.5% repeatability & colors

Median delivered image
quality

~ 0.7 arcsec. FWHM

Transient processing latency
Data release

60 sec after last visit exposure
Full reprocessing of survey data annually
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Astro2010 Endorsement
•

LSST ranked as the highest priority
large ground-based facility for the next
decade.

•

“The top rank accorded to LSST is a
result of (1) its compelling science
case and capacity to address so many
of the science goals of this survey and
(2) its readiness for submission to the
MREFC process as informed by its
technical maturity, the survey’s
assessment of risk, and appraised
construction and operations costs.
Having made considerable progress in
terms of its readiness since the 2001
survey, the committee judged that
LSST was the most ‘ready-to-go.’”

LSST in the FY14 President’s Budget
NSF
“In FY 2014, NSF requests funding to continue construction of four projects:
Advanced LIGO (AdvLIGO), Advanced Technology Solar Telescope (ATST),
Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI), and the National Ecological Observatory
Network (NEON). NSF is planning to begin construction of one new project in
FY 2014, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST).”
“The FY 2014 Budget Request for the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST) is $27.50 million. This is the first year of support for an eight-year
project that will begin in July 2014. The total project cost to NSF is estimated at
$465.93 million. This project is being developed in partnership with the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE). “

LSST in the FY14 President’s Budget
DOE
“The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope Camera (LSSTcam ) … will open a new
window on the universe and address a broad range of astronomical topics with
an emphasis on enabling precision studies of the nature of dark energy. … The
project is carried out in collaboration with NSF, along with private and foreign
contributions. DOE will provide the camera for the facility. CD-1 for the
LSSTcam project was approved in April 2012, with an estimated total DOE cost
range of $120,000,000–$175,000,000 and estimated completion date of FY
2021.”
“Overall, funding for Cosmic Frontier activities ramps up due to the increase for
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) experiment camera (LSSTcam),
and for facilities operations for dark energy and dark matter research.
Experimental operations and research funding increase to support the
increased activities in this area.”

Omnibus Bill Budget Language
NSF:
“This Act includes $200,000,000 for Major Research Equipment and Facilities
Construction. Funds are provided at the request level for all projects for which
construction has already begun, and remaining funds are for the initiation of the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) project. If NSF determines that LSST requires
additional funding in fiscal year 2014, NSF may submit a transfer proposal to provide
such funds.”
The PBR was at $210,120,000 for MREFC, including $27,500,000 for LSST. So at least
$17.38M is available for LSST in FY14.
Next step is National Science Board approval at their meeting on May 6, leading to a
construction start on July 1.
DOE:
Office of High Energy Physics budget was $5,000,000 above the PBR. We will definitely
receive the 22,000,000 expected for the camera in FY14.
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Integrated Project Schedule

LSST Will be Sited in Central Chile
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Dome and Facility Design

Site has been leveled!

Optical Design Flows from the Science
Requirements
•

Median delivered seeing at the site is ~ 0.6 arcsec.
– Assuming 3X oversampling -> a plate scale of 0.2 arcsec per pixel.

•

Keep camera size as small as possible. Minimum pixel size is ~ 10 µm.
– Driven by charge diffusion in the CCD and full well capacity, given the 100
µm depletion depth necessary to achieve the desired spectral range.

•
•

Plate scale -> a focal length of 10.3 m.
Single visit depth requirements -> Minimum aperture diameter of 6.5 m.
– Assumes nominal throughput losses in the atmosphere, mirrors, lenses,
and CCD detectors.

•
•

Implied focal ratio is < 1.5.
No. of required visits -> FOV > 3.5 degs.
– Implies 3.2 Gigapixels.

•
•

Implied focal plane diameter is 63 cm.
Fast slew and settling -> Keep telescope mount as compact as
possible.

Modiﬁed	
  Paul-‐Baker	
  Op2cal	
  Design	
  

Primary/Tertiary Fabricated as a Single
Monolith

Telescope Mount Enables Fast Slew and
Settle

•

Points to new positions in
the sky every 39 seconds

•

Tracks during exposures
and slews 3.5° to adjacent
fields in ~ 4 seconds

Unique Technical Challenges Have Driven
the Camera Design
•

Very large field of view implies a
physically large focal plane (64-cm
diameter) with small (10 micron) pixels.

Ø

Mosaicing a large number (189) of
sensors with narrow interchip gaps (100
microns).

•

Fast f/1.2 beam leads to short depth-offocus.

Ø

Tight alignment and flatness tolerances
(10 micron p-to-v) on the sensor array.

•

Camera located in the telescope beam.

Ø

Tight constraints on envelope, mass, and
dissipation of heat to ambient.

•

Broad spectral coverage.

Ø

Deep, fully depleted CCDs, but with
minimal charge spreading.

•

Fast readout (3 Gigapixels in 2 seconds).

Ø

Sensors must be highly segmented (16
readout ports).

•

Large number of signal lines and large
cryostat

Ø

Electronics must be implemented in the
cryostat.
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3.2	
  Billion	
  Pixel	
  Camera	
  

Focal plane
Utility Trunk—
houses support
electronics and
utilities
Cryostat—contains
focal plane & its
electronics

1.65
m
(5’-5”
)

L3 Lens
Filter
L1 Lens

L2 Lens

The LSST Focal Plane - 64 cm in Diameter
Wavefront
Sensors (4
locations)

Guide
Sensors (8
locations)

Wavefront Sensor Layout

2d

Focal plane
Sci CCD

40 mm

Curvature Sensor Side View Configuration

3.5 degree Field of
View (634 mm
diameter)
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Archive Site

Archive Center

Alert Production
Data Release Production
Calibration Products Production
EPO Infrastructure
Long-term Storage (copy 2)

Data Access Center

Data Access and User Services

Dedicated Long Haul
Networks
Two redundant 40 Gbit links from La
Serena to Champaign, IL (existing fiber)

HQ Site

Science Operations
Observatory Management
Education and Public Outreach

Summit and Base
Sites
Telescope and Camera
Data Acquisition
Crosstalk Correction
Long-term storage (copy 1)
Chilean Data Access Center

Ultimate LSST Deliverable: Reduced Data
Products
A petascale
supercomputing system
at the LSST Archive (at
NCSA) will process the
raw data, generating
reduced image products,
time-domain alerts, and
catalogs.

Data Access Centers in the U.S.
and Chile will provide end-user
analysis capabilities and serve
the data products to LSST users.

LSST From the User’s Perspective

•
•

•

A catalog of ~37 billion objects (20B galaxies, 17B stars), ~7
trillion observations (“sources”), and ~30 trillion
measurements (“forced sources”), produced annually,
accessible through online databases.
Deep co-added images.
Services and computing resources at the Data Access
Centers to enable user-specified custom processing and
analysis.
Software and APIs enabling development of analysis codes.

Level 3

•

Level 2

•

A stream of ~10 million time-domain events per night,
detected and transmitted to event distribution networks
within 60 seconds of observation.
A catalog of orbits for ~6 million bodies in the Solar System.

Level 1

•

Computing Requirements

Computing Requirements by Year
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Moving Objects in the Solar System
•

LSST will detect and determine orbits for millions of small bodies in the Solar
System.

•

Classes include:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Near Earth Asteroids (NEAs), and their subclass, Potentially Hazardous Asteroids
(PHAs), whose orbits can potentially impact the Earth.
Main Belt Asteroids (MBAs), lying between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.
Trojans, which are asteroids in 1:1 mean motion resonance with a planet.
Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs), and their subclass, Classical Kuiper Belt Objects
(cKBOs). These occupy a large area of stable orbital space.
Jupiter-Family Comets (JFCs), whose orbits are strongly perturbed by Jupiter.
Long Period Comets (LPCs), which originate in the Oort Cloud at 10,000 AU.
Hally Family Comets (HFCs), which also come from the Oort Cloud, but have shorter
periods.
Damoclids, a group of asteroids with similar dynamical properties to the HFCs.

Understanding the origin and behavior of these various systems is crucial for
modelling the formation and evolution of the Solar System.
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Segregation Via Orbital Parameters and Colors
Leads to Identification of New Families of Objects
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Stellar Populations
•

LSST will individually resolve and detect billions of stars in the
Milky Way and neighboring Local Group galaxies,

•

Studies of field stars and stellar associations can address a
multitude of astrophysical issues associated with star
formation and evolution, the assembly of the MW galaxy, and
the origin of the chemical elements.

•

Key techniques for these investigations include:
– Construction of color magnitude diagrams
– Trigonometric parallaxes to establish absolute distances
– Stellar proper motions to separate associations from background
stars and from one another
– Using RR Lyrae and other variables as “standard candles”
– Using eclipsing binaries to measure stellar masses
25

Color Magnitude Diagrams Establish the
Ages and Metallicities of Star Clusters

Journee LSST Meeting
June 10, 2010
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Expected Precision of Proper Motion and
Parallax Measurements
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Cuts in the CMD and in Proper Motion Allow the
Detection of Faint Tidal Streams
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Eclipsing Binaries Provide Precision Mass
Estimates, Testing Stellar Evolution Models
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Transients and Variable Stars
•

LSST’s unique time sampling allows the detection of stellar
variability on timescales from seconds to years.

•

A wide range of phenomena can be studied with such a rich
dataset:
– Explosive events (supernovae, novae, gamma-ray bursts)
– Periodic variability associated with binarity
– Intrinsic stellar variables like Cepheids, RR Lyrae, Miras, which are
important for distance measurements
– Geometrical effects such as gravitational microlensing
– Dimming of stars as they are occulted by transiting planets
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Our Knowledge of Explosive Transients is Very Limited
- Much of the Phase Space Has Been Unexplored
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Detailed Simulations Give a Rough Idea of the
Content of the Transient and Variability Samples
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LSST Is Likely to Find a Large Sample of
“Hot Jupiters”
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Galaxies
•

LSST will be a unique tool for studies of galaxy formation and
galaxy properties.

•

The database will include photometry for 1010 galaxies from the
Local Group to z > 6.

•

We will have 6-band photometry for 4 x 109 galaxies.

•

Key diagnostic tools will include:
–
–
–
–
–

Luminosity functions
Color-luminosity relations
Size-luminosity relations
Quantitative morphological classifications
Dependence on environment
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LSST Probes a Co-Moving Volume Two Orders of
Magnitude Larger than Current or Near-Future Surveys
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The Expected Sensitivity Leads to Near Complete
Samples Out to High Redshifts

Fiducial Red Sequence Galaxy

Fiducial Lyman-Break Galaxy
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Deep Imaging Yields Low Surface
Brightness Tidal Streams
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Active Galactic Nuclei
•

Active Galactic Nuclei involve massive black holes at the centers of
galaxies that release prodigious amounts of energy through
gravitational in-fall.

•

In recent years, we have learned that the formation and growth of
central black holes plays a crucial role in galaxy evolution through
“AGN feedback”.

•

The enormous dynamic range offered by LSST in luminosity and
redshift will revolutionize our understanding of AGN demography and
the correlation between AGN properties and their host dark matter
haloes.

•

LSST will produce a high purity sample of > 107 optically-selected
AGNs. This is at least an order of magnitude larger than current AGN
samples using all wavelengths.
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AGNs Can Be Separated From Field Stars Via
Their Colors and Absence of Proper Motion
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Intrinsic Variability is a Key Tool in Providing
Unambiguous AGN Identifications
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Supernovae
•

Roughly 103 supernovae have been discovered throughout the history of all
astronomy.

•

LSST will find > 107 over its ten-year duration, spanning a broad redshift range,
with precise, uniform calibration.

•

This will undoubtedly revolutionize the field, allowing large samples for studies
of systematic effects and additional parametric dependences.

•

~ 105 SNe Ia will be found in the “deep drilling fields” with well-measured
lightcurves in all six colors. This will be an excellent sample for precision
cosmology.

•

The large sample size will also allow us (for the first time) to conduct SN Ia
cosmology experiments as a function of direction in the sky, providing
stringent tests of the fundamental cosmological assumptions of homogeneity
and isotropy.
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Lightcurve Simulations

Main Survey

Deep Drilling Fields
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Strong Gravitational Lensing
•

LSST will provide time-dependent imaging of an unprecedented
sample of strong gravitational lensing events.

•

This is especially important for rare classes of events (e.g.
lensed supernovae), which are crucial for cosmography.

•

The data will provide information on substructure in dark
matter distributions that cannot easily be obtained by any other
means.

•

Strong lensing also enables “microimaging” of distant sources,
enabling the study of accretion disk structure in distant AGNs.
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Lenses Can Be Identified Via Their
Morphology and Colors
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Sample Size Estimates: Lensed Quasars
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Sample Size Estimates: Lensed SNe
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Precision Cosmology: Constraints on
Dark Energy
•

LSST will probe the nature of Dark Energy via a distinct set of
complementary probes:
–
–
–
–

SNe Ia’s as “standard candles”
Baryon acoustic oscillations as a “standard rulers”
Studies of growth of structure via weak gravitational lensing
Studies of growth of structure via clusters of galaxies

•

In conjunction with one another, this rich spectrum of tests is
crucial for reduction of systematics and dependence on
nuisance parameters.

•

These tests also provide interesting constraints on other topics
in fundamental physics: the nature of inflation, modifications
to GR, the masses of neutrinos.
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LSST Predictions for Galaxy Auto and
Cross Power Spectra
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Shear Power Spectra as a Function of
Redshift
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Separate and Joint Constraints on the
Dark Energy Equation of State
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Preparing and optimizing a survey
A new philosophy for survey development and
optimization is through high fidelity simulations

Extended
Sources
Transients

Components:
Survey strategy
Source catalogs
Images
Processing and data analysis
Capability of testing end-to-end science
Algorithms and testing systematics:
Source detection and image subtraction
Source classification
Photometric calibration
Scalability of algorithms

Solar
System

Defects

Base Catalog

Galactic
Extinction

Generate the seed catalog as
required for simulation. Includes:
Metadata
Size
Position

Color
Type
Brightness
Variability
Proper motion

Atmosphere
Telescope
Camera
Defects

Cosmology

Shear Map
Projections

Generate
instance
Catalog

Observing
conditions
Introduce shear parameter from
cosmology metadata

All Sky
Database

Milkyway

Image
Generation 1:
To the
Atmosphere

Image
Generation 2:
To the Detector

Operation
Simulation
DM Data
base load
simulation

Generate
per FOV
Operation
Simulation

Formatting

DM Pipelines

Krabbendam /
Connolly Ver: A

LSST Sample Images and Catalogs

Generate
per Sensor
Calibration
Simulation

Implementing a simulated sky
•

Galaxies (de Lucia et al 2006)
– Cosmology from n-body simulations
– 106 sources/sq deg (r<28)
– Morphology, AGN, lenses,
variability

•

Stars (Juric et al 2008)
–
–
–
–

•

Galactic structure model
Main sequence, giants, dwarfs
Cepheids, flare stars, micro-lensing
Proper motion, parallax

Asteroids (Grav et al 2007)
– Solar system model
– 10 million main belt
– KBO, TNO, Trojans….

From points to pixels (and back)
•

Generating images
– From a parameterized view above the
atmosphere to the distortions from the
atmosphere, telescope and camera

•

Coarse
1pix=16cm

Source Photons

Turbulent atmosphere
– Modeled as a series of frozen
screens moving at ~20m/s, refracting
light based on the wavelength, cloud
scattering and atmosphere.
– Screen properties (turbulence and
velocity) are derived from
measurements at Cerro Pachon
(including seasonal variations)
– Turbulent scales sampled range from
1cm to 120m

Medium
1pix=4cm

Fine
1pix=1cm

Optics

Simulating the optical model
•

•

Telescope modeling
– Implemented from the LSST
optical design 3.3 (LSE-11)
– Currently incorporates a
simplified perturbation model
Camera modeling
– Full focal plane model including
wavefront sensors
– Throughputs matched to
baseline design
(Collection-1777)
– A simplified model of the
electronics and perturbations
within the camera

0.2”

Optical Model

+Lens Perturbations

+Low Altitude
Atmosphere

+Tracking

+Mirror Perturbations

+Mid Altitude
Atmosphere

+Diffraction

+Detector

+High Altitude
Atmosphere

+Det Perturbations

+Dome Seeing

+Pixelization
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ImSim Description
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ImSim Description

58

3 Gigapixels
10 sq. degrees
20 million sources
1010 photons
11 Gbytes
1000 CPU hours

Simulating Ellipticity Contributions from
the Atmosphere
CFHT Data

Simulation
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The Effect of Non-Stochastic Optics and
Focal Plane Perturbations for LSST
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Summary
•

The LSST science opportunities are extremely rich - ranging
from studies of the smallest objects in the solar system to the
structure and dynamics of the Universe as a whole.

•

Most of the requisite investigations can be performed using
data from a single coherent survey program. This is
“massively parallel astrophysics” in its purest form.

•

The analyses will be complex and will require significant
attention to detailed systematics uncertainties. There are many
opportunities for scientists to become involved now in helping
us to optimize the anticipated science that will come from this
marvelous facility.
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